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Communicated by M. M. Rao 
We find sufficient conditions for the equivalence of two measures on function 
space induced by infinitely divisible processes. The processes are nor assumed to be 
stochastically continuous or to have independent increments. The theorem proved 
here is equivalent to known results in the special case of stochastically continuous 
processes with independent increments. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In many hypothesis testing situations the statistician must decide which of 
two stochastic processes X,(t) or X2(t) correctly model the underlying obser- 
vable phenomenon. To apply the Neyman-Pearson theorem to this question, 
the statistician must first know whether or not the probability measures p, 
and ,uu, induced by the processes X,(f) and X,(t) on function space are 
equivalent. This problem has received much attention but we mention only 
two references best suited to our present purpose. The first is Newman [7] 
who completely solves the problem of equivalence of measures induced by 
processes Xi which are stochastically continuous and have independent 
increments. The second is Briggs [l] who attacks the problem for a certain 
class of stochastically continuous infinitely divisible processes without 
Gaussian component or drift and some further restrictions on the Levy 
spectral measures of the processes. We will comment on her result in 
Section 4. The main result of this paper gives sufficient conditions for the 
equivalence of the measures per, and ,u2 while assuming only that the processes 
X,(t) and X,(t) are infinitely divisible (ID). In particular we do not assume 
that the processes are stochastically continuous or that the processes have 
independent increments. Moreover, our result is equivalent to the results of 
Newman and Briggs in their special cases, 
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Section 2 contains some preliminary results and definitions while the main 
theorem is proved in Section 3. A discussion of the connection of the main 
theorem with other results, particularly those of Newman and Briggs, is in 
Section 4. For a discussion of the equivalence of Gaussian measures the 
reader should consult [4]. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
To proceed with the development, let T be a subset of the real line and let 
X,(t) and X,(t) be two real-valued ID processes. Let II denote the collection 
of all finite subsets of T. For I = (t , ,..., fn} E /1 and B E 59” (the Bore1 (T- 
field) we have the finite-dimensional distributions of the process Xi(t) defined 
by 
P:(B) = J’( { (Xj(f, 9 w),***, Xj(‘n, w)) E B}), j= 1, 2. 
Here P is the probability measure on the underlying probability space of the 
processes. The processes are ID if and only if all the measures pf are ID and 
so 
I 
ei(‘gx) ,ut(dx) = exp i(bf, 24) - $(Rf u, u) 
lFin ! 
ei(u,x) 
where ( . , . ) is the ordinary inner product on R”; bf E I?“, Rf is a 
symmetric non-negative definite matrix, Q,; is a measure over R” which 
satisfies 
J 
W 
rm\(Of 1 + lxlZ 
Q:W) < m, 
and q(x) = (xiv (-1)) A 1. 
Since the triple (bf , R;, Q,“) uniquely determines and is uniquely determined 
by the measure pf, we will denote this fact by writing ,uf 3 (b; , Rf , Q,“). 
We now recall some basic facts about Hellinger integrals. Suppose A and 
B are two a-finite measures. For 0 < a < 1 and if A < C, B < C, we set 
H,(A,B)=j ($)a (f)‘-” dC 
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and 
J,(A,B)=J [a%+(1 -a)%- (S)” (%)“I dC. 
It is easily seen that these definitions do not depend on the measure C. 
Recall now that if p and v are measures u < v means that v(A) = 0 implies 
p(A) = 0. Also ,u is equivalent to v (denoted p N v) if and only if both ,U & v 
and v <p. The following two lemmas summarize the essential facts. 
LEMMA 1. Let A and B be a-finite measures on (0, S). 
(1) f,(A, B) < oo for some 0 < a < 1 ifand on& ifJ,(A, B) < oc) for 
alfO<a< 1. 
(2) IfJ,(A, B) < co, then 
0) lima +. J,(A, B) = B({aY/dC = 0}), 
(ii) lim,,, J,(A, B) = 0 ifand only ifB Q A. 
(3) If2-‘c3-, 
(9 HAA IP y B 1~) 2 HAA1 Bh 
(ii) J,@ IP, B ISO <J&k B). 
(4) For any measurable map W we have 
(i) H,(A 0 W-‘, B 0 W-‘) > H,(A, B), 
(ii) J,(A o W-l, B o W-‘) <J,(A, B). 
(5) J,(A,B)>O. 
Proof. Let j,(A, B) denote the integrand in the definition of J,(A, B). 
Then (5) holds since j,(A, B) > 0 (see Royden [S, p. 1121). Sincej,(A, B) is 
the difference of a linear and a log convex function of a, j,(A, B) is a 
concave function of a, 0 < a < 1. Integrals of concave functions against 
positive measures are concave, so J,(A, B) is concave and (1) follows from 
the definition of a concave function, We note that lim,,, 
J’,C%B) = WldC)x,ccwc=o, and thus (2) obtains. Brody [3] contains the 
following result which easily gives (3) and (4): H,(A, B) = 
inf,,,, E-P ,LW%VWW-” where 9’ is the collection of all countable 
measurable partitions of the measure space. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be probabikty measures. Then 
(6) lima+, H,(A, B) = B({dA/dC > 0)). 
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(7) B <A ifand on& iflim,,, H&4, B) = 1. 
(8) If A and B are measures on R’ with associatedfinite dimensional 
measures Aa and B” as above H,(A, B) = inf,,, H,(Aa, B’) so B 6 A if 
and only if lim,,, H,(A’, B”) = 1 unz%rmly in 1. 
Proof. Let h,(A, B) be the integrand in the definition of H,(A, B) and 
take C = A + B. Since lim,,, h,(A, B) = (dB/dC)X,da,dC,,,,, (6) follows by 
the Bounded Convergence Theorem. Part (7) follows from (6), and (8) can 
be found in Brody 131. Q.E.D. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Utilizing the notation introduced above we now state 
THEOREM. Suppose (i) J,(Q.l, Q:) -+ 0 as a -+ 0 and a -+ 1 uniformly 
in A, 
(ii) the Gaussian measures on RT induced by the families of 
distributions 
{G;=(O,R:,O),IEA}, 
are equivalent. Then p, - ,uz. 
ProoJ The proof consists of showing that limn,,,,,, H,@f,,uf) = 1 
uniformly in 1 which suffices by (8) since H&t ,pi) = H, -,@f ,,uf). To 
estimate H&, , ,@ we construct an auxillary product space and a map from 
this product space to RT. We begin our construction by fixing 
A = (t, )...) t,} EA. Now (i) and (2) yield (omitting temporarily the I 
superscripts) 
We also note that Newman [7] has shown that when J,(Q,, Q,) < co the 
integral in (ii) makes sense. Concentrating on the Poisson components of p, 
and ,uu, we now take 
x,= 
I 
XE rnd<lXI < 
1 
m-l’ I 
m = 2, 3,.... 
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Then 
and 
0 < Qlmnh e,<K?J < a for all m. 
We note here that since Q, - Q, we may (and do) assume that 
Q,(X,,J Q2(Xm) > 0 for all m. We now set 
fi,= u P~xX~, m = 1, 2,..., 
k>O 
Xi = k-fold product of X,,, , 
A,,,, = a generiC measurable subset Of XL. 
We define probability measures on J2, by 
= ‘T ,-QjCXm) Q?f,mk) 
ky0 
and measures on s1= nz= 1 J2, by 
co 
vj = n vj*, j= 1,2. 
m=I 
We recall that an element w  E R has the form 
where 
~, = (k,,,, a,, Y-*-T amk,) E Q, 
and a,, E X, c R”\{O}. We now define maps W,: R + IF?” by 
4x1 Q , W )  + b,. 
Denoting for convenience the projection on the ml coordinate also by a,,,, we 
see that a,,,, has the uniform distribution on X, under Q, since 
1 
e i(u,a,r) dv, = r ,-QlW,) 
ky0 
Q:(Xm) j ei(u,x) Ql(b)] 
k!  x, 
Qdxm) 
= 
i 
e 
i(u,x) QI(~x)  
xnl e,cx,t‘ 
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Thus by the independence of a,,, 1 < 1 < k,, 1 < m Qp 
= exp i(u, b,) + 1 
I 
[ei(u*X) - 1 - i(u, a(x))] Q,(dx) . 
(IN> I/PI I 
Since a similar computation holds for expectation with respect to v2, by 
utilizing condition (ii) above we see that 
G; * (vi” 0 W,-‘)-$, j= 1,2 
in distribution as p -+ 03. Furthermore the map 
W,(o) = W,(o) + 2 [W,(w) - W,-,(w)1 
k=2 
is a sum of independent summands. Thus the map 
W= lim W, 
p-+m 
is defined a.s., vr and vZ, and we finally have 
G; * (vj 0 W-‘) =pi”. 
We now compute 
H,(v,, v*) = fi ff,(v,,v v2,) = fi 
Ill=1 m=, I,, ($f” dvlm 
co 00 1 
= 
n [ 
v _ e(~-a)cQl(xm)-Q2cx,)) e-Q,LY,) 
m=l k:,, k! (!n, (igy dQ,)*l 
= !i, exp 1 - Cl- a> Q2Vm> - aQ,VnJ + jx, (z) ‘-O dQ, 1 
= exp{-JJQ:, Qf) 1. 
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The above computations lead to an estimate of H&u:,&) since 
HJp:,p:) = H,(G: * (v, 0 w-l), G; * (vs o IV-‘)) 
2 H,(G;, G:) H,(v, 0 w-‘, v2 o w-‘) 
> H,(G:, G:) H,(v, 9 ~2) 
= ff,(Gf, G:) exp{-J&f y Q$>b 
Hence ffJ$f, ~$1 + 1 uniformly in A as a + 0 or a + 1, and the proof is 
concluded. Q.E.D. 
4. FURTHER RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 
We now wish to compare the sufficient conditions above with the 
necessary and sufficient conditions found by Newman in the case in which 
Xj is a stochastically continuous process with independent increments. We 
know that in this case the characteristic function fi(t, . ) of Xi(t) may be 
written 
fj(t9 U) = exp 
I 
iubj(t) - $Uj2(t) U* + J (eiux - 1 - i#U(X)) Mj,,(dX) , 
where M],,(A) is a non-decreasing function of t for fixed A. From the 
measures Mj,, one can define the time-jump measures Mj on T x II? by 
Mj(ltl,r*)XA)=Mjl,(A)-Mj,,(A). 
We now state 
THEOREM (Newman 171). If X, and X, are stochastically continuous 
independent increment processes, then p, - p, if and only if 
WI) M, -M,, 
(N2) J,(M,, M,) < co for some (hence all) 0 < a < 1, 
(N3) the Gaussian processes 
induce equivalent measures on RT. 
In order to establish the equivalence of (i) and (ii) of the theorem with 
WI), (N2), and (N3) in this case it suflices to show that (Nl) and (N2) 
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together imply (i). To do this we make some observations about the 
measures Q* in this case. Let us assume that X,(O) E 0, T = 10, co), and 
L= {t I ,..., t,,} with t, < ... < tn. For the moment we also suppose 
uj = bj = 0. By definition of Q” and by using the independent increment 
property 
E exp 
( I 
i 2 ujX(t,) 1 = exp 11 [ei(U,x) - 1 - i(u, a(x))] Q”(dx)/ 
j=l 
= exp [ei”nx - 1 - iU”U(X)](M,” - M,,_,)(dX) + * * * 
+ 
I[ 
ei(zj"_lu/)x - 1 -i t uj a(x) M (dx) 
(j=*) It' 1' 
Now let pa be the a-field on TX R generated by the boxes 
[O,t,)XA,u*.- u[t,-,,t,)xA,. 
The calculation above shows Q” = MIfil. 
By Lemma 1(3)(ii) 
so J,(Qf , Q$) -+ 0 as a + 0 or a -+ 1 uniformly in A by (Nl) and (N2) 
together with Lemma l(2). Hence (i) holds and the two sets of conditions 
are equivalent in this case. We summarize the above discussion in 
COROLLARY 1. For stochastically continuous processes with independent 
increments p, - p2 if and only if (i) and (ii) of the theorem hold. 
We turn now to another special case of the theorem. Suppose Xi(t) = Xj 
where Xj is an ID random variable on R ’ with Xi = (bj, 0, Mj). A short 
computation similar to the above establishes 
COROLLARY 2. If X,, X, are ID random variables on R’ with no 
Gaussian components, then pl -pz if 
(9 Ml f-M*, 
(ii) J,(M,, M,) < co some 0 < a < 1, 
(iii) b, - b, + j a(x)(M, - M,)(dx) = 0. 
This result was first given in Hudson and Tucker [5]. 
We now present a brief discussion of the paper of Briggs [I]. Consider 
two stochastically continuous ID processes Xj(t) each without Gaussian 
component and drift. In this instance the family of finite-dimensional 
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distributions is given by ,u; E (0, 0, Q,“), A E A. From the family of measures 
{Q,“, A E A } one can construct the inductive limit measure Qj on function 
space (IRr, E) where Q is a o-field. This procedure is analogous to the 
procedure used to construct the probability measures ,uj from the finite- 
dimensional measures ,u;, ;1 E /i. The resulting measures Qj on function 
space are a-finite because of the stochastic continuity of the processes Xj(t). 
The a-finiteness of the measures Qj under the hypothesis of stochastic 
continuity of the processes Xi is proved in Maruyama [6]. Maruyama also 
provides an example which shows that the measures Qj are not a-finite in 
general. The main result of Briggs paper is summarized in 
THEOREM (Briggs [ 1 I). Let X,(t) be stochastically continuous ID processes 
with no Gaussian component and no drift such that the measures Qj on 
(IF? T, @) have no atoms. Then ,u, - pz if and only if 
(Bl) Q, - Q,, 
032) J,,,(Q,T QJ < ~0 
(B3) lRT a(x(t))(Ql - Q*)(dx) = 0 for all t E T. 
It is natural to ask which processes give rise to measures Q with no atoms. 
We cannot answer this question, but present two examples which illustrate 
cases in which Q has atoms. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be Poisson with parameter A. The process X(t) =X is 
stochastically continuous, but computations similar to those preceding 
Corollary 1 show that Q has the function 1 as an atom. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X(t) be a stochastically continuous process with 
independent increments having neither Gaussian nor drift components. Let 
A4 be the time-jump measure determined by X(t). In the discussion preceding 
Corollary 1 we found that Q” = M],A. Thus in this case Q may be identified 
with M, the time-jump measure, and Q has an atom if and only if M does. If 
for example, X(t) is a process with homogeneous-independent increments and 
X( 1) is Poisson then M, and hence Q, has an atom. It is interesting to note 
that the conclusion of the Brigg’s theorem is still true in this case, as was 
shown in Brockett and Tucker [2]. 
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